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June 8, 2020 

  

Dear Fellow Investors, 

Adestella lost 23% in the first quarter of 2020, with almost the entirety of the drawdown coming in March 

following the onset of the CV-19 pandemic. Modest profits from our small short book and US dollar 

strength were not nearly sufficient to stem widespread losses from our longs, for which the declines were 

evenly spread between domestic and international positions. 

That said, as of the end of May we are up in excess of 50% for Q2, which means we have recovered all 

losses incurred during February and March and have now gained nearly 20% for the year. This result was 

achieved by aggressively adding exposure and buying stocks while everyone else was selling, which caused 

pain in the short term but added value in the slightly less-short term. Outsized performance from a handful 

of stocks – seven holdings have more than doubled from their Q1 purchase prices, and two have gained 

more than 7x since mid-March. 

My previous letter, published right at the onset of the virus’s global outbreak, included a table showing 

various pandemics and market performance over those periods. COVID-19 has certainly been more serious 

than what I or almost anyone else expected at the time. But so far, it has followed the same pattern as the 

rest – a temporary buying opportunity followed by a rapid market recovery.  Indeed, just like the JFK quote, 

crisis usually comes with opportunity. And as I’ll try to explain below, I believe the window of opportunity 

created here is far from closed.   

 

Where We Are and How We Got Here 

The pandemic has provided a fascinating case study of the survivalist reactions individuals adapt when 

fearful, from hoarding common household items to “sneeze shaming” those with seasonal allergies. 

Behavior in the markets followed a parallel pattern, as fundamentals become irrelevant and sentiment 

dominated trading action. As the near-term outlook rapidly declined in early March, so too did security 

prices, wiping away years of gradual index gains in a matter of a week or two. 

In the political sphere, the policies created to combat the outbreak reflected, like all other decisions, the 

personal incentives of those in charge. The President tried to maintain his base’s confidence during an 

election year. Virologists tried to provide worst-case estimates to make the public take the risks seriously. 

Governors tried to position themselves to look like good stewards of their residents’ health. Once the 

severity of the situation became clear, a race to be most cautious immediately broke out among the states. 

This too was not surprising, as most leaders agreed the risks to being too careful were less than the risks of 

not being careful enough. 

Investors took such dire warnings at face value. The novelty of the situation, or at least perception thereof, 

compounded the issue. It’s well known that markets hate uncertainty, and without historical parallels of 

voluntary nationwide shutdowns to provide guidance, the uncertainty was further heightened.  Spooked by 

https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/1487-the-chinese-use-two-brush-strokes-to-write-the-word
https://globalnews.ca/news/6671996/coronavirus-hoarding/
https://mashable.com/article/coronavirus-sneeze-symptoms/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/03/coronavirus-covid19-global-academics-insights-pandemic/
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(wildly over-pessimistic) death projections, investors abandoned all perspective and extrapolated trends 

into worst case scenarios, with frightful daily moves that made the 2007-2008 financial crisis look mellow 

by comparison. 

However, from the start, we had a variant view that gave us the confidence to buy the dip: that the 
uncalibrated response of shutting down everything, everywhere – indefinitely – was completely untenable, 
and thus unlikely to last long. It was abundantly clear very early who is at real risk (the median age of death 
is almost 80 and the vast majority already had underlying health conditions),1 and it seemed probable that 
once the public started feeling the mental and financial squeeze of being at home all day, they would 
quickly push back. 

It made much more sense, in our view, to aim our collective societal focus on making sure this subset of the 
population was aware of the importance of staying completely quarantined, and to provide the goods and 
services needed for them to do so, instead of trying to keep 20 and 30-somethings from getting their hair 
cut or going out to eat.2 This would have had a negligible impact on curve flattening and would’ve 
prevented an economic blowup from forcing the 95%+ of people at minimal risk3 to stay home indefinitely, 
which was the plan at the time.  

This idea has gained traction now that we’re well past the worst of the impact from the disease. Some are 

still apprehensive of the potential impact of a second-wave, but many more are beginning to view it as a 

risk we must live with for the time being. Fortunately, with most states and countries well underway in 

their re-openings, we now have the ability to run A-B tests to compare the effectiveness of different 

responses. And the data so far is very encouraging: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Moreover, a large portion of the impact was being felt in only one metro area (NYC) with unique characteristics, which suggested 
that a blanket approach was not the logical solution. 
2 For people under 35, the risk of dying from CV-19 approximates that of being struck by lightning. 
3 High-risk population defined as people 65 or older with underlying medical conditions. 

https://www.cato.org/blog/how-one-model-simulated-22-million-us-deaths-covid-19
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/16/stock-market-today-live.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_daily_changes_in_the_S%26P_500_Index
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_daily_changes_in_the_S%26P_500_Index
https://data.cdc.gov/NCHS/Provisional-COVID-19-Death-Counts-by-Sex-Age-and-S/9bhg-hcku
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/2020/04/15/coronavirus-risk-90-patients-had-underlying-conditions/2962721001/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/12/coronavirus-crisis-creates-perfect-storm-for-suicide-risk-as-job-losses-soar-and-people-remain-isolated-at-home.html
https://www.npr.org/2020/05/01/848247228/rent-is-due-today-but-millions-of-americans-wont-be-paying
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_United_States_anti-lockdown_protests
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.05.01.20088260v1
http://ftp.iza.org/dp13113.pdf
https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/494949-we-can-protect-the-most-vulnerable-and-reopen-the-economy
https://twitter.com/justin_hart/status/1266061957972385792
https://www.washingtontimes.com/multimedia/image/stop-worrying-rahn-chartjpg/
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/US/PST045219
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/older-american-health.htm
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As depicted above, the great majority of states have seen the rate of CV-19 spread slow even after lifting 

lockdown measures. This suggests that with a bit of common sense and preparation, a second surge of 

cases is unlikely to materialize. Charts like the above are currently receiving approximately zero media 

attention, but will eventually become known to the public by lived experience. 

 

Understand Backwards, Live (and Invest) Forwards 

Recounting what’s happened in recent months, while important, doesn’t really help us with determining 

our course now– what really matters is where we’ll go from here. My view is that now that CV-19 is no 

longer an “unknown unknown”,4 markets will be willing to look past the near-term issues (with some help 

from the Federal Reserve) and thus won’t retest the March lows, as many market participants still seem to 

expect. Indeed, investors focusing on how bad the data points are (“look at those unemployment 

numbers!”) should instead be focused on the second derivative effects (“look how much jobless claims 

have already started to fall!”).  

So how does this play out in practice? The outline of my working hypothesis is as follows: 

1. Further data continues to show the same pattern we’ve seen to date: cases and fatalities 

continuing to progress down the right side of the bell curve. Consider the following data from 

Georgia, the first state to reopen, reflecting a few weeks of lifted lockdown (left table). Other 

states, such as Texas, that have followed suit are seeing the same pattern on a few weeks’ delay 

(right table). 

 

 

 

 
4 For an excellent discussion of this dynamic, see this blog post.  

https://www.healthline.com/health/r-nought-reproduction-number#meaning
https://familydoctor.org/handwashing-and-covid-19/
https://www.8newsnow.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/59/2020/04/Wynn-Health-Plan.pdf
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/15/federal-reserve-cuts-rates-to-zero-and-launches-massive-700-billion-quantitative-easing-program.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/15/federal-reserve-cuts-rates-to-zero-and-launches-massive-700-billion-quantitative-easing-program.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/01/the-dow-is-headed-back-to-coronavirus-crash-level-below-19000-cfos.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/01/the-dow-is-headed-back-to-coronavirus-crash-level-below-19000-cfos.html
https://www.wcvb.com/article/georgia-was-the-first-state-to-start-reopening-a-month-ago-heres-where-it-stands-now/32685153
https://lt3000.blogspot.com/2020/05/coronavirus-update-from-unknown-unknown.html
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2. Widespread re-openings without an attendant spike in deaths (consistent with what we’ve 

observed so far, albeit with much less breathless media attention) creates greater confidence that 

we’ve passed the apex of the disease’s impact. Indeed, as quickly as closures cascaded in March, 

openings may snap back just as quickly. States currently pursuing slower plans will be forced to 

succumb to their citizens’ wishes5 and accelerate their processes as the evidence piles up against 

them. People are already wary the narrative shifting from “flatten the curve” to “wait ‘til there’s a 

cure”, and they (understandably) don’t seem to appreciate having the goalposts moved on them. 

Once again, all that matters are the incentives. No longer worried about being viewed as reckless or 

careless (see graph below), governors instead bow to public pressure and take credit for their 

pragmatism and business-friendliness.  

 

 

3. A resumption of most activities combined with the reassurance from the Federal Reserve of highly 

accommodative monetary policy for the foreseeable future (driving down interest rates and 

creating the perception of TINA), leads to sustained equity buying. The indices as a whole may not 

move significantly higher, since the resilience of mega-cap stocks has allowed them to already 

regain more than 90% of their value lost. However, smaller companies operating in shutdown-

sensitive industries (casinos, restaurants, etc.), many of which are still 40% or more below their 

highs, will see sharp rallies as fears of a shutdown-induced liquidity crunch subside. I believe 

increased investor confidence will lead to money flowing from the larger, ostensibly safer stalwarts 

towards the less famous stocks that were first on the list to sell when people wanted to cut their 

market exposure. 

 
5 Put another way, last month 48% of people thought that restrictions in their area were about right, with the other 52% split about 
evenly between preferring “more” or “fewer”. My bet is that those in the middle will continue to shift into the “fewer” camp as 
time goes on. 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-05-04/coronavirus-california-reopening-will-start-slow
https://twitter.com/stoolpresidente/status/1260721488241418240?lang=en
https://blogs.wsj.com/moneybeat/2016/06/09/the-fed-stocks-and-the-tina-effect/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/05/07/americans-remain-concerned-that-states-will-lift-restrictions-too-quickly-but-partisan-differences-widen/
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And if I’m wrong? Given the speed of developments and complexity of the problem, it’s certainly possible. 

But at the end of the day, a company is worth the present value of all of its future free cash flows. For 

public companies in most industries with reasonable value propositions and competitive positioning, these 

flows tend to be spread out over quite a long period of time. Hence, the impact of any one year’s 

contribution to the total value is relatively inconsequential.6 Just how inconsequential, you ask? Were a no-

growth company to lose all cash flows for a whole year, the intrinsic value falls by less than 4%. If you 

assume those cash flows will grow over time, the impact is even smaller. Thus, so long as the company has 

the resources to ride out short-term adversity, the long-term value is largely unimpaired. Given that we 

define risk as permanent loss of capital and have a long-term horizon, this means our reward will be a 

matter of when, not if. 

The mathematical truths above, along with their conditional caveat, form the basis of my three-pronged 

criteria for Adestella’s CV positions, outlined below: 

1.) Unfairly beaten down. We are looking for “babies out with the bathwater” situations. Additionally, 

new positions should be not obvious beneficiaries of the pandemic, unlike many eCommerce-type 

stocks that are already at all-time highs.  

2.) Balance sheet strength. As mentioned above, long-term value can be preserved so long as the 

company can reach the long term. Path dependency matters; a 10,000% return on $0 is still $0. 

3.) Significant remaining upside. Of course, all else equal, the more upside the better, but this is 

especially true given the size and distribution of price dislocations the pandemic has created. There 

are quite a few companies out there currently trading at prices that I think would make us a 

satisfactory return as conditions normalize, but when presented with these exceptionally rare 

opportunities, “satisfactory” is not sufficient. To paraphrase Warren Buffett, we want to catch this 

rain with a bucket, not a thimble. 

 

Discussion on Selected Positions 

The great majority of our action in recent months has been related to adding to existing positions. 

However, we also added several new holdings that met the three conditions described above; the thesis for 

two of them are explained below. The summaries are shorter than usual because 1.) the wide range of 

economic outcomes at present makes attempting precise financial projections a fool’s errand, and 2.) I 

believe that behavior is the most important factor in making money right now, which is why the CV criteria 

above isn’t particularly complicated – it doesn’t need to be. 

HostelWorld Group (LON - HSW): headquartered in Dublin and traded in London, HostelWorld is an online 

booking platform for hostel accommodations. With nearly 18,000 properties across 179 countries, HSW has 

built up powerful network effects that create a compelling value proposition from both sides – hostels want 

to be on a platform that generates 87 million visits a year, and travelers want all the accommodation 

options (and the 13 million reviews) in one place. I believe the industry niche itself is also attractive. On the 

demand side, it’s important to remember that hostels tend to be frequented by younger travelers on a tight 

 
6 See a great summary of this concept here 

https://variety.com/2020/digital/news/amazon-stock-all-time-high-coronavirus-surge-1234579638/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Path_dependence
https://www.cnbc.com/id/35616702
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/7237600-a-lot-of-people-with-high-iqs-are-terrible-investors
http://www.hostelworldgroup.com/~/media/Files/H/Hostelworld-v2/reports-and-presentations/interactive-annual-report-2019.pdf
http://brooklyninvestor.blogspot.com/2020/03/who-cares-what-mr-market-thinks.html
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budget. The combination of the cheaper price (unlike hotels) and social element (unlike Airbnbs) they 

provide has created consistent demand in the niche, with revenues increasing a few percentage points a 

year. However, the hostel industry is still dwarfed by annual hotel demand (~$6 B for hostels vs. $550 B for 

hotels), and the industry is much less concentrated (most operators are independent vs. only 40% of 

hotels). This combination of small size and fragmentation has kept it from becoming a strategic priority for 

the likes of Priceline or Google, and in turn allowed HSW to maintain stable take rates over time. 

Like all other travel-related stocks, 2020 will probably end up being lost year for HostelWorld. However, at 

current prices, HSW is trading at about 4x 2019 free cash flow. Even if it takes several years for travel 

demand to fully recover to that level, applying a still-low but more reasonable 9x multiple and then 

discounting back to the present value at 9% suggests over 50% upside. Given the company has around €20 

M in cash on hand, no debt, and an asset-light business model, there is more than enough liquidity to ride 

out the storm. Furthermore, given that CV-19 disproportionally affects older people, the relatively low-risk 

youth demographic HSW targets should be among the first market segments to return to normal travel 

patterns. 

Before the outbreak, the company had targeted over €100 M in total revenues and 200 bps EBITDA margin 

expansion by 2022. While the timing on those milestones will likely have to be pushed back, the margin of 

safety on the existing operations here is sufficient enough that I’m happy to accept those initiatives as just a 

free option on further upside.   

XPO Logistics (XPO): one of the largest logistics companies in the US, XPO operates both its own ground 

transportation fleet (15k tractors and 40k trailers) and an expansive non-asset transportation network (over 

1 M trucks brokered). The company occupies a top-three industry position in virtually all major service lines 

and is run by a CEO who has already built and sold multiple billion-dollar businesses (not to mention 

growing revenues 94x since starting at XPO). 

Despite its success to date, XPO still only has a 2% market share in the highly fragmented transportation 

industry. This number will likely get a solid bump from the wave of recent industry bankruptcies, and as the 

company continues to expand its scale and technological advantages over the surviving players, I expect 

further share gains for many years to come.  XPO also stands to benefit as a backdoor eCommerce play 

from the acceleration of shopping moving online that the pandemic has caused. 

XPO pulled guidance for 2020, and Jacobs has already stated that earnings will almost certainly be down, 

but XPO’s long-term viability is not in question. They have about $2.8 B in liquidity with no debt maturities 

until mid-2022 and a cost base that is 77% variable. Shares remain down around 20% (much more at our 

purchase prices) from February despite increased demand for outsourced supply chain solutions. I value the 

company on a sum-of-the-parts basis, awarding a higher multiple to its asset-light business lines that 

comprise 69% of revenues. Using this methodology, I believe the stock is worth somewhere between $105-

125 per share, which at the midpoint implies further upside of around 45% from here. 

As an added bonus, if the market doesn’t recognize the value, the company itself will – XPO has been an 

active acquirer of its own shares in past periods of adversity. Given that the incentives here are fully aligned 

(as the CEO owns 18% of the company), I’d expect them to strongly consider doing so again once the 

https://blueswandaily.com/often-overlooked-hostel-industry-shows-huge-upside-as-investors-attempt-to-appeal-to-millennials/
https://str.com/sites/default/files/global-hotel-study-report-2019-2020.pdf
https://str.com/sites/default/files/global-hotel-study-report-2019-2020.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/21/business/independent-hotels-airbnb-boutique-chains.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/21/business/independent-hotels-airbnb-boutique-chains.html
http://www.hostelworldgroup.com/~/media/Files/H/Hostelworld-v2/reports-and-presentations/interactive-annual-report-2019.pdf
http://www.hostelworldgroup.com/~/media/Files/H/Hostelworld-v2/press-release/pr-26-03-2020.pdf
http://www.hostelworldgroup.com/~/media/Files/H/Hostelworld-v2/press-release/pr-26-03-2020.pdf
http://www.hostelworldgroup.com/~/media/Files/H/Hostelworld-v2/reports-and-presentations/2019-prelims-presentation.pdf
https://www.xpo.com/transportation/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bradley_S._Jacobs
https://investors.xpo.com/static-files/0f65abe2-fb86-4389-b1cd-84a777594e54
https://www.joc.com/trucking-logistics/trucking-freight-brokers/3pls-prep-price-wars-bankruptcies-amid-pandemic_20200413.html
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/comcar-trucking-bankruptcy-truck-driver-jobs-at-risk-2020-5?r=US&IR=T
https://www.arkansasbusiness.com/article/131153/truckers-seeking-bankruptcy-amid-covid-19-cataclysm
https://www.freightwaves.com/news/xpo-direct-promises-industry-leading-flexibility
https://connect.xpo.com/shippers/
https://techcrunch.com/2020/05/12/us-e-commerce-sales-jump-49-in-april-led-by-online-grocery/
https://investors.xpo.com/news-releases/news-release-details/xpo-logistics-releases-chairmans-letter-stockholders
https://investors.xpo.com/static-files/27ca97ef-bf8f-4f39-8387-aafc15e194ed
https://www.fool.com/investing/2019/03/05/xpo-logistics-is-buying-back-shares-as-its-stock-p.aspx
https://www.thestreet.com/investing/xpo-logistics-bounces-back-in-rebuttal-to-short-seller-report-14811324
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operating environment has normalized. The potential resumption of a strategic alternatives process (called 

off due to market turmoil in March) provides another lever for future value creation, but in the meantime I 

am content to wait as the company continues to execute.  

 

Conclusion 

Though our society is facing unprecedented challenges today, from the market’s point of view, there’s 

nothing new under the sun. Take this century alone. In 2001, a horrific terrorist attack led some to 

speculate that globalism and international travel demand would be halted in their tracks. Instead, air traffic 

and international trade were back to record highs within two years. Seven years later, many feared that the 

global financial system, and even capitalism itself, was on its knees. But US and world GDP were back to all-

time highs by the end of 2010. Extending the analysis back further, the Great Depression and 1918 Spanish 

flu could also be classified as events that, at the time, likely seemed insurmountable but were eventually 

overcome. The market is resilient because the world is resilient, and I feel quite certain that we will get 

through this setback as well.  

Great track records are built during periods of great adversity. Given that we weren’t around during the 

Financial Crisis, I’d say this is the first such period Adestella has experienced. In many ways, the large 

drawdown we experienced in 2018 proved useful to navigating this one, as the lessons learned were 

instrumental to positioning ourselves for a sharp rebound in portfolio value. However, the bifurcation of 

individual stocks means that opportunities still abound. While the indices are only down single digits YTD 

now, there remain large swathes of companies trading 40-50% off their recent highs, and most of them did 

not have their intrinsic values impaired nearly that much.  

Heightened emotions and wide ranges of outcomes mean this is a time when careful analysis is needed 

more than ever. Most stories pertaining to the pandemic today remain gloom and doom, but I feel 

optimistic for both our world and our portfolio and think each will emerge stronger than ever on the other 

side. I look forward to providing another update on developments in a few months; in the meantime, I 

hope you and your families stay safe and healthy. 

 

“Damn the torpedoes! Full speed ahead.”  

- Admiral David Farragut 

Per Ardua Ad Stella, 

Andrew Jakubowski 

  

 

 

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/01/15/1971147/0/en/XPO-Logistics-Announces-Exploration-of-Strategic-Alternatives-for-One-or-More-Business-Units-to-Further-Enhance-Shareholder-Value.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/xpo-logistics-cancels-terminates-strategic-review-that-could-have-led-to-sale-of-business-units-2020-03-20
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/xpo-logistics-cancels-terminates-strategic-review-that-could-have-led-to-sale-of-business-units-2020-03-20
https://www.brookings.edu/research/globalization-in-the-aftermath-target-casualty-callous-bystander/
https://www.barrons.com/articles/airline-demand-coronavirus-outbreak-911-attacks-51583960866
https://unctad.org/en/pages/newsdetails.aspx?OriginalVersionID=1149
https://www.themonthly.com.au/issue/2009/february/1319602475/kevin-rudd/global-financial-crisis#mtr
https://www.tkfd.or.jp/en/research/detail.php?id=76
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/GDPC1
https://www.worldometers.info/gdp/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Depression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_flu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_flu
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Performance Summary: 

 1Q 2020 YTD 2020 Since Inception 

S&P 500 -19.4% -4.9% 74.9% 

Vanguard Total World Stock ETF -22.2% -9.6% 34.0% 

Russell 2000 -30.7% -15.8% 27.0% 

HFRI Equity-Hedge (Total) Index -14.5% -5.0% 19.6% 

Adestella Investment Management -23.1% 18.8% 104.9% 

 

Disclaimer:  

This document is not intended for public use or distribution. While all the information prepared in this document is believed 

to be accurate, Adestella Investment Management, LLC makes no express warranty as to the completeness or accuracy, nor 

can it accept responsibility for errors appearing in the document. 

An investment in the fund is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. Opportunities for withdrawal/redemption and 

transferability of interests are restricted, so investors may not have access to capital when it is needed. There is no secondary 

market for the interests and none is expected to develop. The portfolio is under the sole trading authority of the investment 

manager. A portion of the trades executed may take place on non-U.S. exchanges. Leverage may be employed in the portfolio, 

which can make investment performance volatile. The portfolio is concentrated, which leads to increased volatility. An investor 

should not make an investment, unless it is prepared to lose all or a substantial portion of its investment. The fees and 

expenses charged in connection with this investment may be higher than the fees and expenses of other investment 

alternatives and may offset profits.  

There is no guarantee that the investment objective will be achieved. Moreover, the past performance of the investment team 

should not be construed as an indicator of future performance. Any projections, market outlooks or estimates in this document 

are forward-looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions. Other events which were not taken into account 

may occur and may significantly affect the returns or performance of the fund. Any projections, outlooks or assumptions 

should not be construed to be indicative of the actual events which will occur. 

The enclosed material is confidential and not to be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part without the prior written 

consent of Adestella Investment Management, LLC. The information in this material is only current as of the date indicated, 

and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Statements concerning financial market trends 

are based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate. Any statements of opinion constitute only current opinions of 

Adestella Investment Management, LLC, which are subject to change and which Adestella Investment Management, LLC does 

not undertake to update. Due to, among other things, the volatile nature of the markets, an investment in the fund may only 

be suitable for certain investors. Parties should independently investigate any investment strategy or manager, and should 

consult with qualified investment, legal and tax professionals before making any investment. 

The fund is not registered under the investment company act of 1940, as amended, in reliance on an exemption there under. 

Interests in the fund have not been registered under the securities act of 1933, as amended, or the securities laws of any state 

and are being offered and sold in reliance on exemptions from the registration requirements of said act and laws. 


